Seven temperate Earth-sized exoplanets readily amenable for atmospheric studies transit the nearby ultra-cool dwarf star TRAPPIST-1 1, 2 . Their atmospheric regime is unknown and could range from extended primordial hydrogen-dominated to depleted atmospheres [3] [4] [5] [6] .
the near-infrared detectable during transits. Observations of the innermost planets ruled out such signatures 9 . However, the outermost planets are more likely to have sustained such a Neptune-like atmosphere 10, 11 . Here, we report observations for the four planets within or near the system's "Habitable Zone" (HZ)-the circumstellar region where liquid water could exist on a planetary surface [12] [13] [14] . These planets do not exhibit prominent spectroscopic signatures at near-infrared wavelengths either, which rules out cloud-free hydrogen-dominated atmospheres for TRAPPIST-1 d, e and f with significance of 8, 6 and 4σ, respectively. Such an atmosphere is instead not excluded for planet g. As highaltitude clouds and hazes are not expected in hydrogen-dominated atmospheres around planets with such insolation 15, 16 , these observations further support their terrestrial and potentially habitable nature. Visits 1, 3, and 4 contain SAA crossing events which forces HST into GYRO mode, where its fine pointing ability is lost. The loss of fine pointing during and following the SAA crossing events cause the spectral position on the detector to change over time. In addition, during the SAA crossing a greater number of cosmic ray hits are introduced to the observations/exposures.
We use the IMA output files from the CalWF3 pipeline and correct for this by cross-correlating each spectral read in the individual exposures and interpolating (see Methods). The raw light curves present primarily ramp-like systematics on the scale of HST orbit-induced instrumental settling discussed in previous WFC3 studies [17] [18] [19] (Figure 1 ). We chose here to not discard the first orbit of each visit-which is affected by larger systematics-but rather to develop a holistic systematic model allowing us to account for the time-dependent effects observed across the orbits of a visit 19, 20 to prevent reducing the observation baseline (see Methods).
Despite the SAA crossing events in three of our visits, we mostly achieve per-orbit/visit precisions on par with what was achieved for the May 4th, 2016 observations of planets b and c. Summing over the entire WFC3 spectral range, we derived a "white" light curve across WFC3/G141's bandpass and reached an averaged SDNR (Standard Deviation of the Normalized Residuals) of 220 part per million (p.p.m.) over 21 of the 23 orbits (two orbits were heavily affected by the SAA crossing, see Methods), which is 1.5× the photon noise limit. We reduced, corrected for instrumental systematics, and analyzed the data using independent methods presented in previous studies 9, 19, 21, 22 . The independent analyses conducted by sub-groups of our team yield consistent results, which we report below.
We first analyzed the white light curves to measure transit depths and timings for comparison with previous observations. In retrieving these parameters, we treated each visit separately and simultaneously fitted for the two transits in each visit while accounting for instrumental systematics following Ref. 9 . Due to the reduced phase coverage of HST observations, we fixed the system's parameters to the values reported in the literature 1 while estimating the transit times and depths. However, we let the band-integrated limb-darkening coefficients 9 (LDCs) and the orbital inclinations 1 float under the control of priors, to propagate their uncertainties on the transit depth and time estimates with which they may be correlated. We report the transit depth and time of transit center estimates in Table 1 . We note that the transit depth of planet d during visit 3 is poorly constrained and significantly affected by a 20-pixel long drift of the spectrum over the detector due to SAA crossing at the beginning of the orbit covering this transit. Although the effect of SAA crossing-and of the resulting GYRO mode-can be corrected if it occurs either during an orbit, or at its end, they cannot be corrected with high precision if the crossing occurs at the very beginning of an orbit. Beside this transit depth, all others are in agreement, within 2σ, with the values reported in the literature 1 . We reach a precision of ∼40 sec on the transit timings for all but the transit of planet e during visit 4, for which neither the ingress or the egress of the planet's transit is recorded.
We then analyzed the light curves in 10 spectroscopic channels (1.15-1.65 µm), fitting for wavelength-dependent transit depths, instrumental systematics, and stellar baseline levels. We use the wavelength-dependent priors on the LDCs reported in Ref. 9 . Our pipelines lead to an average SDNR of 520 p.p.m. per 112-second exposure (see Methods) on the spectrophotometric time series split in 10 channels (resolution = λ/∆λ = 33). We derived the transmission spectra of planets e and f jointly from visits 2 and 4 and visits 1 and 3, respectively. Due to increased scatter and cosmic ray hits during the SAA passes we were unable to derive a transmission spectrum from visit 3 for planet d or from visit 4 for planet g and used, thus only visit 1 and visit 2, respectively. The resulting transmission spectra are shown in Figure 2 .
The individual transmission spectra show no significant features. A comparison to aerosolfree versions of H 2 -dominated atmospheres like those of the Solar System giant planets allow us to rule out such atmospheres at 8, 6, and 4 σ for TRAPPIST-1 d, e, and f respectively. The current data results in only a 2-σ confidence level for planet g, which is not significant enough to rule out this scenario for the planet. As for planets b and c 9 , many alternative atmospheric scenarios are consistent with the data such as H 2 O-, N 2 -, or CO 2 -dominated atmospheres (shown respectively in blue, green, and grey in Figure 2 ), tenuous atmospheres composed of a variety of chemical species [3] [4] [5] [6] 23 , or atmospheres dominated by aerosols 16 . [12] [13] [14] . While a significant amount of H 2 could prevent the atmospheres of TRAPPIST-1's outer planets to freeze, it would lead to high surface temperatures and pressures for the inner planets that are incompatible with liquid water. In order to be habitable, the latter must therefore have lost most of their atmospheric hydrogen or have never accreted/outgassed significant amounts of hydrogen in the first place 6 .
Given the irradiation levels experienced by the Earth-sized planets in TRAPPIST-1's HZ, theory suggests that the probability to form aerosols in a hydrogen-rich atmosphere at the pressures probed by the transmission observations presented here is low 15, 16 . If exact, aerosol formation theories thus allow us to conclude that TRAPPIST-1 d, e, f, and g do not harbor a hydrogen-dominated atmosphere and are terrestrial and potentially habitable.
The next milestone in the characterization of the TRAPPIST-1 planet atmospheres require spectroscopic measurements that enable the identification of aerosols-via, e.g., attenuation signatures in the planets' transmission spectra 25 -and atmospheres with larger mean molecular weights. This milestone will be possible with the next generation of observatories 2, 26, 27 , notably the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST).
As the exploration of "habitable-zone" and "temperate" exoplanet atmospheres is initiated over the next decade, a new light will be progressively shed on the concept of the "habitable zone". This important concept is currently poorly constrained because its dependence to key parameters such as the host star type and the planet orbital configuration (incl. tidal locking)
have not been mapped with the current sample at hand-the Solar System planets. New perspectives from configurations vastly different from those found in the Solar System will therefore be pivotal to improve our understanding of a planet habitability and refine the concept of habitable Competing Interests The authors declare that they have no competing financial interests.
Code Availability Conversion of the UT times for the photometric measurements to the BJD T BD system was performed using the online program created by J. Eastman and distributed at http://astroutils.astronomy.ohiostate.edu/time/utc2bjd.html. We have opted not to make available the codes used for the data extraction as they are currently a significant asset of the researchers' tool kits.
However, subproducts of the data extractions such as corrected frames and extracted white and colored light-curves can be found on the MAST archive (archive.stsci.edu). We have opted not to make available all but one of the codes used for the data analyses for the same reason. The MCMC software used by
M.G. to analyze independently the photometric data is a custom Fortran 90 code that can be obtained upon request.
Data Availability Statement The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are available on the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (Link to TRAPPIST-1 observations) and/or from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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jdewit@mit.edu). b The transits of planets d and g during Visit 3 and Visit 4, respectively, were discarded due to strong systematics induced by a large drift of the stellar spectrum (see Methods). To correct for this shift in the spectrum we use a spline interpolation to realign each of the successive reads for each exposure to a template spectrum, which is made from the zeroth read of the final exposure. Each of the exposure reads are then aligned such that the pixel column can be summed to produce the total flux over the whole exposure in the related 4.6-nm bin. During the SAA crossing, the exposures are subject to many times more cosmic ray hits than an average observation (Supplementary Figure 1) . During the extraction, we correct for cosmic ray hits in two ways, first spatially by using the surrounding pixels in each 2D read to median replace the cosmic ray hits, secondly after realigning the extracted spectra by using the time axis comparing each pixel in the surrounding exposures and removing the detected cosmic rays. Over the observations, an average of 0.12% of the pixels are corrected for cosmics.
An Inclusive Ramp Model. The detector ramp of HST/WFC3 is orbit-dependent 19, 20 . Standard procedures consist either of discarding the first orbit 9, 18, 19, 31 or in fitting a different ramp for the first orbit 32 . We chose here to introduce a new ramp model to account for the timedependence of the ramp observed across the orbits of a visit ( Figure 1 ) and prevent systematically discarding the first orbit, which would otherwise reduce the observation baseline. (We note that such an approach was independently introduced during the review process of this manuscript in Ref. 33 .) As observed recently for WASP-101 HST/WFC3 observations 20 , the variability of the detector ramp from an orbit to the next is enhanced when the electron count per exposed pixel remains too low (< 30, 000e − ) to stabilize the charge-trapping effect during the first orbit. Therefore, the number of free charge traps settles over multiple orbits to an equilibrium value driven by the charge-trapping rate and the charge-release rate. Because the probability of a photon-generated charge to be trapped is directly proportional to the number of free charge traps, both the time-scale and the amplitude of the "detector ramp" settle as an exponential whose own time-scale-which is here larger than the duration of an orbit (i.e., ∼ 45 min)-is proportional to the number of free traps. We therefore use the physically-relevant following ramp model:
where r v (t) is the ramp induced by the progressive stabilization of the charge-trapping,
r o (t), is the ramp induced by the charge-trapping effect (i.e., the "traditional ramp")
F obs (t) is the flux observed, F (t) is the incoming flux, t is the time from the first exposure of the visit, t o i is the time of the fist exposure of the i th orbit, which contains the exposure obtained at time t, and {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 } are the model parameters.
Our model requires the same number of parameters as does fitting for a different ramp for the first orbit, while being physically-relevant and accounting for the orbit-dependence of the detector ramp. We find that our model combined with a second order polynomial in time over each visit is strongly favored (∆BIC≥-25). Supplementary Figure 4 shows the best fits for visit 1 using our ramp model and different traditional ramps for the first orbit and the subsequent ones.
HST WFC3 spectroscopy. The spectroscopic light curves are created for ten 0.05-µm bins from 1.15-1.65 µm (Supplementary Figure 5) . Out of the 23 orbits obtained in this program, two were significantly affected by the SAA as they started during the crossing (implying a high level of cosmic ray hits) and continued in GYRO mode (implying a large spectral drift). Both of these orbits occurred during a planetary transit; orbit 2 of visit 3 during a transit of planet d and orbit 5 of visit 4 during a transit of planet g. This, therefore, prevented us from capitalizing on the repeated observations for both planets to reach a higher precision. As we observed hints of offsets in the absolute transit depths of the planets e and f, we extracted their transmission spectra jointly from, respectively, visits 2 and 4 and visits 1 and 3 while allowing for an absolute transit depth offest from one visit to the next. Performing joint analyses allows one to further disentangle the visit-independent planetary signal from the visit-dependent systematics. Fur-thermore, it is a statistically more adequate approach than combining spectral estimates derived from individual visits in the context of systematics (i.e., red noise). We used the wavelengthdependent LDCs and analysis procedure (least-squares minimization fitting implementation to marginalize across a grid of systematic models, followed by adaptative MCMC implementations to sample the parameter posterior probability distributions) introduced in ref. 9 . Doing so, we achieve for visits 1 to 4 an average SDNR of 545 p.p.m., 526 p.p.m., 493 p.p.m., and 494
p.p.m, on average across all spectroscopic light curves in each visit, respectively.
Uncertainty estimates on the flux measurements. We estimate the uncertainty on the flux measurements from the standard deviation of the residuals of each individual orbit while accounting for a potentially reduced value due to the small sample size related to each orbit (up to 17 measurements). To do so, we prevent the uncertainty estimates to be lower than the program average out of SAA crossing (220 and 520 p.p.m. for the white and colored light curves, respectively). This approach allows the routine to automatically account for the larger SDNR of the early-SAA-crossing orbits (see Figure 1 ).
Atmospheric analysis. We compared the derived transmission spectra of TRAPPIST-1 d, e, f and g to synthetic spectra representative of hydrogen-dominated atmospheres (Figure 2 ), like those of the Solar System giant planets. We simulated the synthetic spectra following Ref. 9 using the model introduced in ref. 34 . We used the atmospheric compositions of the "miniNeptune' (µ = 2.6) and "Halley world' (µ = 14.9) scenarios introduced in ref. 35 to simulate the hydrogen-dominated and water-dominated atmospheres, respectively. We used a 2% abun-dance for the trace gas for the H 2 -dominated atmosphere with methane (similarly to the "miniNeptune" case featuring water as trace gas). We used an atmosphere with 80% CO 2 , 13% CH 4 , 3% N 2 , 2% H 2 O, and 2% H 2 for the CO 2 -rich atmosphere. We used for each planet the same mixing ratios and assume conservatively isocompositional and isothermal atmospheres in hydrostatic equilibrium. We used temperatures equal to the planets' equilibrium temperature assuming a 0.3 bond albedo (265 K, 235 K, 200 K, and 180 K for planets d, e, f and g, respectively).
For the planetary masses, we conservatively use the maximum masses that would allow each of the planets to harbor hydrogen-dominated atmospheres (i.e., H 2 -He envelopes greater than 0.01% of their total masses given their radii 36 ). These masses are referenced as "conservative" as they minimize the atmospheric scale height, the amplitude atmospheric signal in transmission, and thus also the significance level to which the synthetic scenarios can be ruled out by the measured spectra. These theoretical upper limits correspond to 0.4, 0.8, 1, and 1.15 M ⊕ for planets d to g, respectively. With this theory-based approach, our conclusion are thus also independent from the current mass estimates, which once refined could be used to derive quantitative atmospheric constraints. Figure 1 . The inability to correct for the ramps of orbits 2-7 using a unique ramp-as is typically performed-is revealed by the progressively decreasing slope in the residuals of orbits 2 and 3 in the bottom right panel. Our model can correct for the amplitude and time-scale decrease of the ramp thereby correcting the ramp effect seen across all the orbits of a visit with a unique and inclusive model. 
